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‘Don’t write what you know,
write what you want to learn’

Note to members: SMA members who
are interested in joining the SMA board
for the year starting July 1 should contact
one of the current board members. ...

Patricia Skalka has
won the Council of
Wisconsin Writers’
2016 Edna Ferber
Fiction Book Award
for Death in Cold
Water. The award will
be presented May 13.
... Bob Marovich’s
article on Professor J.

Wesley Jones was published in the Winter
2017 Chicago History magazine. ...
Michael Ebner raised the question “And
how Jewish is baseball?” in addressing a
recent meeting of the Chicago Jewish
Historical Society. In addition to the usual
roster of baseball notables – Hank
Greenberg, Sid Gordon, Saul Rogovin,
Marv Rotblatt, Cal Abrams, Ken
Holtzman, Sandy Koufax, Shawn Green,
Steve Stone and Brad Ausmus – Michael
pointed out that many revered literary
lions each entered the
field of play momen-
tarily (Jacques
Barzun, Walt
Whitman, Isaac
Bashevis Singer,
Bernard Malamud,
Philip Roth and Pete
Hamill). ... During
the week of March
20-24, Chris Abani spoke at Wake Forest
University; the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro as part of the uni-
versity's year-long “War & Peace
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Write what you want to learn
about.

That’s the advice three
authors gave at the Society of Midland
Authors March 14 program at the Cliff
Dwellers Club in Chicago.

“I think it is a common myth to write
what you know,” said Patricia Skalka,
author of three mysteries published by the
University of Wisconsin Press. “I think
my advice is: Write what you are willing
to learn about, which means doing a lot of
research, talking to a lot of people, trying
to get inside that experience.

“Unless you are Einstein, if you limit
yourself to what you know, you are not
going to be writing a whole lot.” 

Lynn Sloan, author of Principles of
Navigation, agreed.

“I want to add: Write what you want to

know about,” Sloan said. “That is far
more important than what you already
know. ... Do as much first-hand research
as you can. Look for the kinds of details
that seem to be engaging to you.”

Joyce Burns Zeiss, the third author on
the panel, said publishers of fiction are
looking for diversity, which means
authors must reach beyond their own
experiences. 

To create a character from a different
country, for example, “read authentic
writing from that nationality,” Zeiss said. 

All three authors turned to writing as a
second career.

Zeiss, formerly a teacher who had loved
teaching historical fiction, said her book,
Out of the Dragon’s Mouth, “was born of
my experience with refugees.”

Her experiences started in 1979, when
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Imagined” series, and then at High Point
University. ... Shari Wagner is scheduled
to present “Poetry as Memoir: Exploring
an Inheritance,” a poetry-writing work-
shop, at 6 p.m. April 4 at the Goshen
(Indiana) Public Library. ... On April 25,
a panel including Edward Burke will
discuss Edward’s book commemorating
the 100th anniversary of Chicago’s City
Hall and the history of its predecessors.
The discussion will be held at the Cliff
Dwellers Club in Chicago. A reception
will start at 5 p.m., the panel will run
from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. and dinner and a
post-discussion reception will run from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m.  Make dinner reservations
at reservations@cliff-chicago.org. Tickets
are $20. ... Robert O. Harder will appear
at the Pritzker Military Library, 104 S.
Michigan, Chicago, at 6 p.m. May 3 to talk
about his book, The Three Musketeers of
the Army Air Forces: From Hitler’s Fort-
ress Europa to Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
the personal and professional life stories
of three key air officers on the B-29
Enola Gay. The presentation, open to the
public, will be before a studio audience,
available on a podcast, and later broad-
cast on PBS-TV (Channel 20 in Chicago).
A book signing will follow the event. ...
Timothy Gilfoyle spoke at the Urban
Readers Series Jan. 31 at the at the
Seminary Co-op in Chicago. ... The
March 10 Chicago Tribune wrote about
Suzanne Slade and her new book, Out of
School and Into Nature (See Literary
Latest, Page 4). Also, Publishers Weekly
reported on Feb. 17 that Peachtree has
acquired Suzanne’s 2982 Days, a free-
verse middle grade book about the Apollo
missions and the daring astronauts who
paved the way for the first moon landing.
... Lin Enger’s The High Divide is The
One Book One Valley Community Read
program’s chosen title for 2017 in Vail,
Colorado. ... Bonnie Jo Campbell will
join British author Jenni Fagan as they
travel across the United States, starting in
early May from the Rust Belt to Silicon
Valley, asking questions on the nature of
truth as part of the Edinburgh Internation-
al Book Festival’s Outrider project. ... In
the Champaign-Urbana (Illinois) News-
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boat people were fleeing Southwest Asia.
Zeiss and her husband resettled a Chinese
Cambodian refugee family who had lived
through the Pol Pot years.

Then, in 1985 she met a teacher at her
school who had fled Vietnam. Zeiss’ rela-
tionship with a refugee family formed a
bond, and the two became friends.

“Over the course of time, I pulled out
some of her story from her,” Zeiss said.

That helped provide background for her
book, the story of a Vietnamese girl who
escapes to America.

Later, Zeiss worked in a Namibian
camp for Angolan refugees, which gave
her a deeper understanding of refugees. 

“I taught English and helped with med-
ical care,” she said. “We went back three
more times. I saw hunger for food and for
education. I saw that people are people
wherever you go, and they have the same
desires for all of their children and for
their families.”

Subsequently, Zeiss visited Vietnam,
which gave her a greater understanding of
her friend’s experiences. 

She now is working on a sequel, which
will describe the challenges the protago-
nist in her first novel faces in living in
America.

“One of my purposes is to show that
navigating life in America can be almost
as difficult as crossing the South China
sea,” she said.

Skalka was a nonfiction writer in her
first career, including 20 years on the staff
of Reader’s Digest. But she said she had
always wanted to write a mystery novel. 

“I knew how to develop a story con-
cept, and I knew how to do research,” she

said. “I knew how to interview people
and I knew how to deal with editors – and
they are very difficult to deal with most
of the time.”

Yet writing a novel proved to be a chal-
lenge. In her first draft, Skalka structured
it so that each chapter would be about a

different character. But when she gave it
to others to read, they said they couldn’t
follow it. 

“I got really miffed and I put it aside,”
she said. “It was a process of going back
and forth, and I realized that although I
knew how to write, I still had to learn to
write a mystery and how to write a
novel.”

But by the time she was ready to seek a
publisher, “the whole industry was
imploding on itself,” she said.

Like Zeiss, who said she got a year of
rejections after working 10 years on her
novel, Skalka at first received a chilly
reception.

She got rejections saying, “It doesn’t fit
our needs, it doesn’t fit with this, it does-
n’t fit with that. Every single one of these
rejections takes you down the tiniest
smidge.” 

She began to doubt herself, but then on
a trip to Barcelona she went to a museum
that included a variety of ideas Picasso
had tried out before creating the sculpture
that now stands in Chicago. 
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Gazette’s weekly Q&A on March 12, Amy
Hassinger said she became a writer
because, “I loved to read, and I thought
writers were the coolest people on the
planet.” ... Patrick Reardon wrote
“Married Catholic priests anytime soon?
Pope Francis sees future” for the March
10 Chicago Sun-Times. ... Chicago maga-
zine reported on March 15 that on Donald
Trump’s inauguration day Richard Cahan
boarded two Amtrak trains and asked pas-
sengers, “Where are you going?” and
“Where is America going?” while also
filming scenes of America from the trains.
You can view the footage and interviews
he recorded in a 13-minute documentary
called “Cross-Country” on the magazine’s
website or on Rich’s Facebook site (Rich-
ard Cahan). Rich emails to say, “The trip
made me think in a new way. I'm proud
of the film, and hope you enjoy it. Please
tell me what you think.” Also, the March
2 Chicago Tribune ran a file photo of
Richard reading last April from his book
about Richard Nickel. ... Kevin Stein
helped judge the 2017 Illinois Poetry Out
Loud contest, as he has in the past. “Some
wonderful performers this year!” he writes.
... Milton Nieuwsma wrote “My Take: Is
Trump marching to impeachment?” for
the Feb. 23 Holland (Michigan) Sentinel.
Milton writes to say, “It was the third
‘My Take’ piece I wrote on Trump. The
first two were before the election, but
obviously they didn't do any good.” ... A
reading of Haki Madhubuti’s poetry and
a discussion on the Black Arts movement
and political engagement on Chicago’s
South Side was scheduled for March 2 at
the University of Chicago’s Institute of
Politics. Haki also was scheduled to be
the keynote speaker March 25 for a pro-
gram about Gwendolyn Brooks at
Medgar Evers College. ... Patricia
Polacco spoke March 10 to kindergarten
through second-grade students at East
Coventry (Pennsylvania ) Elementary
School. ... Lynn Voedisch writes to say
the new ebook anthology A Dozen
Truths: 12 Works of Fiction, which
includes one of her stories, will come out
in paperback, “but right now we don't
know the release date. You can pre-order
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Stephen Terrell, an Indianapolis
lawyer, is the author of two legal
thrillers, a story collection and a

nonfiction book about a motorcycle
adventure.

Literary License: You’re a lawyer.
What made you decide to become an
author as well?

Stephen Terrell: I wanted to be an
author since reading The Hound of the
Baskervilles in grade school, reinforced
by reading Ian Fleming in junior high.
But writing was, as Bogart said in the
Maltese Falcon, “the stuff that dreams are
made of.” So in college I turned to the
realities of political science and journal-
ism with an eye toward law school.

With the long hours of a big law firm
associate, my writing
was confined to appel-
late briefs and profes-
sional journal articles.
Still, I kept thinking of
characters and plots,
and harbored the
dream to write.

Years later, I finally
took a shot at my first
novel. My cousin Gene Brewer, a suc-
cessful writer whose novel K-PAX
became a major movie, took a look at the
first 80 pages. His reaction: “It’s awful.”
So the novel went on the shelf. Several
years later, I pulled those 80 pages out of
a desk drawer and read them. Gene was
right. It was awful. I was trying to write
like a writer, not like a storyteller.

So I bought a copy of Scrivener, attend-
ed the Midwest Writers Workshop, and
went to work. This time I was not trying
to write a novel. I was telling a story.

LL: What drew you to the legal thriller
genre?

Stephen Terrell: “Write what you
know.” It’s trite, but often true. Trials are
pressure cookers for clients, their fami-
lies, witnesses, jurors, lawyers and even
judges. They bring out the worst in people,
and very rarely the best. It’s fertile ground
to observe people under pressure – and a
rich environment for the twists and turns
of a novel.

LL: Of your four books, which is your
favorite?

Stephen Terrell: The First Rule. I am

drawn to how the lawyer tries to build a re-
lationship with an autistic non-communica-
tive teen who is charged with the murder
of his family. But I have a special place in
my heart for There and Back: Journal of
a Last Motorcycle Ride. Two weeks after
my friend Steve Winters and I returned
from that trip, Steve was killed in a

motorcycle accident.
The book was pub-
lished for Steve’s fami-
ly and his many friends
in Rolling Thunder.

LL: For you, what is
the most difficult part
of the writing process?

Stephen Terrell: I
enjoy every part of the

writing process, from outlining, to creat-
ing characters, to writing and re-writing.
The most difficult part is after the book is
done. I don’t enjoy the process of pitch-
ing, query letters, and finding an agent.
I’m not comfortable as a self-promoter.

LL: What is your next book?
Stephen Terrell: Shadow of the

Unicorn. It is completed, and I’m starting
to query agents. The novel is set in the
mid-1970s. Zach Carlson is a hard-nosed,
“if it bleeds, it leads” crime beat reporter
with a Chicago daily newspaper. But now
he is, in his own words, “bleeding out.”
He moves to Stratton, a small town in
northwestern Indiana, to run a weekly
newspaper. He hopes to lose himself in
the numbness of small town existence,
leaving behind everyone and everything
connected with his shattered life in
Chicago. 

Rather than finding tranquility and a
balm for his own pain, Zach discovers
that the people of Stratton are angry and
scared, struggling with a collapsing econ-
omy, encroaching violence and a chang-
ing world that is leaving them behind.

Literary
Lawyer

Stephen
Terrell

April 11, 2017, program

Cliff Dwellers
200 S. Michigan Ave., 22nd floor

6 p.m. - Social Hour
7 p.m. - Program

Free - donations accepted

Storyteller, not ‘novelist’
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this volume, and we hope the date will be
on the pre-order page. It will sell for
$16.95.” ... Aleksandar Hemon and
Rebecca Makkai are among a group that
started “The Conversation,” a new dis-
cussion series this winter at Women &
Children First bookstore in Chicago. ...
Linda Nemec Foster will be among
“The Fearsome Foursome: Michigan
Women Poets” reading and signing books
at 7 p.m. April 27 at Kazoo Books II in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Also, she will read
with the same group on April 6 at 7 p.m.
at Schuler Books & Music in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Other readings for
National Poetry Month will be: April 10
(Mount Pleasant, Michigan) and April 29
(reading and workshop at the Detroit
Institute of Arts). Also, Linda was a final-
ist for her poetry sequence, “The Artist's
Notebook,” in New Millennium Writings’
recent national competition. She's also
had poems published or forthcoming in
The Apalachee Review, South Florida
Poetry Review (in which she was also
interviewed), PRESENCE, I-70 Review,
Streetlight Magazine, The MacGuffin,
Earth's Daughters, Scintilla, and Cheap
Pop. Later this year her new chapbook,
The Elusive Heroine: My Daughter Lost
in Magritte, will be published by Cervena
Barva Press. ... Ray E. Boomhower dis-
cussed the life of World War II Indiana
photographer John A. Bushemi March 15
at the Huntington County (Indiana)
Historical Museum. ... On March 19,
WJCT-FM quoted Greg Borzo in a piece
that asked: “What The 'L' Happened To
CTA Tokens?” Greg writes to say, “I was
also quoted recently in a Trib article
about the Atomic Cake. Pretty wild. The
cake is still sold at a few South Side bak-
eries. The original Atomic Cake had a
mushroom cloud on top of it! I'm glad
that was dropped.” ... The March 1
Chicago Tribune quoted Lori Andrews
on the issue of employers asking workers
to hand over their private cell phones for
examination. ... The Center for Ray
Bradbury Studies, directed by Jonathan
Eller at Indiana University-Purdue
University Indianapolis, has moved to a
new space on campus that is three times
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“There were a whole bunch of sketches
and they were all different,” Skalka said.
“They were moving toward what he
would eventually present to the city of
Chicago as a gift. It was like a light bulb
went off in my head, and I thought: He
had to work at it. ... Picasso had to work
at it, I have to work at it. If he could do it,
I can do it.”  

Eventually, the University of Wisconsin
Press accepted her book. Skulka had
intended to write her first book as a stand-
alone novel, but it has turned into a series
of three, and she now is planning a total
of six.

Sloan, whose first career was photogra-
phy, said of the panel, “Each of us found
a way to become writers and novelists in
our second careers [and] as traditionally
published novelists.

“My novel is a story about a marriage
that is told from both points of view – the
husband's point of view and the wife’s
point of view. 

“It is realistic fiction. It deals with the
kinds of experiences that seemed real to
me – the tug between anonymity, personal
life, intimacy, privacy, the demands of
careers, ambition, community. The kinds
of things that I think play in all of our
lives. 

“This is realistic fiction. That is what I
read, and that is what I wanted to write.”

Sloan said her photographs were shown

all over the world and were on display in
a museum in Hanover, Germany, even as
she spoke. 

Yet Sloan, who was an English major in
college, still wanted to become an author.

“As time went on I wanted to get inside
of events not just outside of events,”
Sloan said.

She didn’t have the nerve to send her
stories to such publications as the New
Yorker, so she started submitting stories
to “the quiet journals” and was happy to

get some published. 
Next, she decided to write a novel.
She was surprised to learn that “liter-

ary” agents represented not just works of
literature but also cookbooks, celebrity
bios, travel guides and book about “thin
thighs in 30 days.”

“The first task is finding a literary agent
who represents the kind of book you
write,” she said. “Already you are down
to a much smaller piece of the world of
literary agents. Then I found there was
even smaller group that represents what I
did, as in literary fiction.” 

To find an agent, she wrote a query let-
ter, 

“This is as intensive a form as a haiku,”
Sloan said. “Not one comma can be out
of place. Every word must mean five or
six things, and they must be all the right
things. I worked on my query letter prob-
ably half the time that I worked on my
novel.”

Most agents sent “robo-nos.” One who
was interested wasn’t a good fit. So Sloan
turned to smaller publishers. 

“The publishing industry has changed
enormously in the past two decades,” she
said. “There are about five big global
entities. Each one has a number of
imprints, but they are driven by share-
holders. They seek blockbusters. ... At the
same time, independent presses have
begun to flourish. They are typically very
small, no boards of directors, and they are
usually shoestring operations, always
driven by people with a passion for
books.

“A friend called me and said, ‘I just got
the nicest rejection letter from a small
press in Vermont. If you would like a nice
rejection letter instead of a standard rejec-
tion letter, try them.’ ”

Sloan did. The publisher, Fomite Press,
took her book. 

“I was thrilled,” said Sloan, who now is
working on a story collection titled This
Far Isn’t Far Enough..

 Learn Continued from Page 2
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larger than its previous location. The
Center now includes Ray Bradbury’s
home office, his papers and office library.
Museum and gallery areas are now in
development. ... Cyndee Schaffer began
Women’s History Month with a presenta-
tion at the Self Help Home in Chicago on
March 1. Then she traveled around
Illinois and Wisconsin: St. Charles
Library on  March 8, Chillicothe Public
Library on March 11, both Conant High
School, Palatine, and the Palatine Public
Library on March 16, Clarinda Cady
Questers in Inverness on March 21, Great
Lakes Naval Training Station on March
28, Westmont Library on March 29 and
Clement J. Zablocki VA Medical Center
in Milwaukee on March 30. ... The March
19 Nevada Independent cited Kathryn
Edin’s and H. Luke Shaefer’s research
on poverty. ... Kathie Giorgio discussed
her latest book at Milwaukee’s Central
Library on March 6. Kathie writes to say,
“I also appeared that week in the
Waukesha County Jail. A new book club
was formed for the women inmates there,
and they read The Home For Wayward
Clocks. I am returning to the jail this
week, as they've now read the sequel,
Learning To Tell (A Life) Time.” ... James
Plath wrote “The Power of Small Acts of
Kindness in 'The King of New Orleans’ ”
for Pop Matters. ... On March 20, ABC
Newspapers included Helen Frost’s
Diamond Willow (2011) on its list of
“Stories about the ‘land of the midnight
sun.’ ” ... The March 10 Freeport Journal
Standard said Freeport’s One Book, One
City program debuted in 2011 with Gary
Moore’s Playing with the Enemy. Gary
was scheduled to discuss and sign his lat-
est book March 30 at the Barnes & Noble
at Oak Brook Center Oak Brook, Illinois,
and March 31 at the West Towne Mall in
Madison, Wisconsin. ... Crystal Chan
spoke Jan. 29 at the Evanston (Illinois)
Library’s middle school literature festival.
She told the students she had to write in
secret because her father is Chinese and
insisted that she become a doctor, lawyer
or engineer. ... Fern Schumer Chapman
was guest speaker for eighth graders at
Algonquin Middle School in Des Plaines,
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This year’s Printers Row Lit Fest
will be on June 10 and 11.  The
Society of Midland Authors has

tent spaces available for members.  
To sign up for a two-hour slot, contact

Thomas Frisbie at tomfrisbie@aol.com.
The fee is $30, and the slots run from

10 a.m. to noon; noon to 2 p.m.; 2 p.m. to
4 p.m.; and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Authors who
sign up for a time slot can sell their books
during that time. Authors are responsible
for transporting their books to and from
the tent.

The SMA has been at Printers Row

since Richard Lindberg and Carol
Carlson started the tradition in 2000, as,
Lindberg said, “a means of showcasing
and promoting the aims of the Society
and the fine work of our author members
for a nominal fee – far less than what
individuals might otherwise pay were
they to reserve a table on their own.” 

Last year, more than a dozen SMA
members sold their books at the Lit Fest,
the Midwest's largest annual free literary
event.

A note to authors: Prepare for gusts of
wind and don’t be surprised if it rains.

It is time to sign up for
SMA slots at Printers Row

This is an edited version of an article
that appeared in the October 2008
Literary License.

The Society of Midland Authors is
now working to build up an
endowment fund that would enable

us to give larger awards and expand the
programming and outreach of the SMA. 

Think about leaving the SMA some
amount of money to be put into a perma-
nent endowment fund
to support the budget
of the organization. An
easy way to do it is to
set aside in your will a
certain number of dol-
lars. It can be also in
the form of appreciat-
ed stock or bonds or
other securities. Since few of us know
how much money we will need during our
lifetime, a provision that is often used in
wills is to set aside a certain percentage
for a charity, such as SMA, to receive
after your death and all bills, medical and
otherwise, have been paid out of your
estate. Even a gift of 1 percent to 2 per-
cent of your remaining assets would be
most welcome. The percentage could be
higher if your assets make that possible.

If you already have a will, an expedient
way to amend it is to add a codicil to your
will that sets aside some money for the
SMA. Then you do not need to go and
rewrite your present will, but merely add
the SMA as an additional charity. This
takes only a few sentences, and avoids the
expense of drafting an entire new will. Be
sure if you do the codicil addition to your
will, to have it notarized. All gifts to the
SMA are tax deductible.

Another way to help
the organization finan-
cially is to gift the
organization a lump
sum or annual gifts
over time to be placed
in the endowment fund.
They can be set up in
your name with an

account with the organization. You can
specify how you want the money to be
used, i.e., for programs, speakers, the
annual dinner that honors winners of our
SMA awards or other projects you would
like to see the organization sponsor. 

Remember if you do this while you are
living, your gift each year or in one lump
sum can be deducted from your income
tax. Gifts to SMA are one way to reduce
your taxes! 

How you can help support
Midwest literature, writers 

Literary Legacy

Bernard J.
Brommel
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Illinois, on Feb. 10. ... Kathleen Rooney,
Joe Meno and Mahmoud Saeed are
among the authors whose work is includ-
ed in Make X: A Decade of Literary Art, a
collection from the Chicago literary mag-
azine Make. ... Emilio DeGrazia was
quoted in a March 13 Winona (Minnesota)
Post story about a debate over preserving
historic elementary schools. ... On March
10, public radio stations, including Peoria
(Illinois) Public Radio, picked up Taylor
Pensoneau’s, comments on about how
various Illinois governors dealt with the
press. Taylor covered the Illinois
Statehouse from 1965 through 1978. ...
Scott Turow is scheduled to speak May
17 at Carnegie Library Lecture Hall in
Pittsburgh and May 23 at Maryville
University. ... Edward “Ted”
McClelland’s How to Speak Midwestern
was on the Oakland Press’ “Michigan
Best Seller List for All Books” in Dec-
ember, January and February. ... Cynthia
Clampitt spoke March 8 at the New
Haven Branch of the Scenic (Missouri)
Regional Library. Cynthia writes, “Lots
of corn-related folks there.” She also will
speak April 18 at the Grand Rapids (Mich-
igan) Public Library on “How corn changed
itself and then changed everything else.”
... Jonathan Eig wrote “There Is No More
American Name Than Muhammad Ali”
for the Feb. 27 Slate. ... On Feb. 25 at
Netzley-Yender Farmhouse at the
Museums at Lisle (Illinois) Station Park,
Pat Camalliere presented a photographic
journey of lesser-known, but fascinating,
places and events along the Des Plaines
River Valley, the setting of her historical
mystery novels. ... Christine Taylor-
Butler is scheduled to be among the
guests at the The Snake River (Idaho)
Comic Con, which will run Sept. 29 to
Oct. 1. ... Our Country’s Presidents: A
Complete Encyclopedia of the U.S.
Presidency by Ann Bausum is one of the
titles in the Iowa City Public Library’s
2017 Reading Challenge. ... Kevin
Coval’s new book is A People’s History
of Chicago (Haymarket Books, March 28,
2017). Publishers Weekly said Kevin
“composes a heartfelt song for his home-
town and a trenchant account of its injus-
tices.” 
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‘A real cadre of Midwestern
writers, but mostly forgotten’

Jon K. Lauck is the founding presi-
dent of the Midwestern History
Association, the associate editor and

book review editor of the Middle West
Review, and an adjunct professor of histo-
ry and political science at the University
of South Dakota. His book From Warm
Center to Ragged Edge: The Erosion of
Midwestern Literary
and Historical
Regionalism,
1920–1965 is due out
in June.

Literary License: In
your new book, From
Warm Center to
Ragged Edge, you say
that the Midwest lost its
status as the heart of American culture
after World War II. 

How did that happen?
Jon K. Lauck: It was a confluence of

forces. The war, of course, had a shatter-
ing effect on much of American life.
Millions of people moved around and lost
their former roots.
Midwesterners fell in
love with California.
The war also put a pre-
mium on global involve-
ment, the United
Nations, and cultural
cosmopolitanism in gen-
eral. Then the rise of tel-
evision and mass culture
further eroded regionalism.

Literary License:
Who are the authors that
helped make the
Midwest the “warm cen-
ter” in its heyday?

Jon K. Lauck:
People like John
Frederick of Iowa. Beth Streeter Aldrich
in Nebraska. August Derleth in Wisconsin.
Ruth Suckow in Iowa. And before this, all
the people associated with the Society of
Midland Authors in Chicago. They
formed a real cadre of Midwestern writ-
ers. But they are mostly forgotten. 

Literary License: Is the Midwest still
a “ragged edge,” or has its standing
improved?

Jon K. Lauck: It has been rough in
recent decades, but in the past few years I
think there has been a bit of a resurgence.
New journals such as Midwest Gothic,
Belt Magazine, The New Territory,
Middle West Review, and Studies in Mid-
western History have helped a great deal.
Also, the formation and growth of the

Midwestern History
Association has been
wonderful. So I think
the region’s standing
has improved in the
past few years, but we
have a long way to get
back to our relative
strength of the inter-
war years.

Literary License: What made you
decide to write this book?

Jon K. Lauck: A few years ago, I
wrote a book about the collapse of the old
field of Midwestern history, which had its
heyday in the decades before World War
II. The book was called The Lost Region.

It was clear to me
when writing that book
that there was a
Midwestern cultural
regionalism during
those years that sup-
ported the historians,
and I wanted to explore
those forces. So in this
book I try to elaborate
on that era, when the
Midwest was the
“warm center” of
American culture, or at
least a much bigger
part of the cultural
scene. 

Literary License:
What is your next book?

Jon K. Lauck: I’d like to write some-
thing about the emergence and growth of
the Midwest as a region for a more popu-
lar audience and explore what the region
means in American culture, but we’ll see.
I’d like some time to ponder this. But I
like to keeping thinking about place
attachment and the geographies in the
world that people identify with. 

Literary
Landscape

Jon K.
Lauck
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This is Part 17 of the history of the
Society. 

The Society hit a low point in atten-
dance during the Great Depression,
when Alice Gerstenberg and

Mary Dickerson Donahey were the only
SMA members who showed up at some
luncheons. 

“She and I sat sorrowfully discussing
that certain members thought we should
disband,” Gerstenberg later recalled.
“Mary and I decided to hold the fort if it
meant just our fulfilling the dates set for
the luncheons because we knew that
someday Chicago would need such an
organization, and it was our obligation to
keep what we had!"

During the Depression, Harriet
Monroe said her magazine had been the
"chief" publication that put Chicago and
the Midwest on the American literary
map. She wrote that "through all the
twenty years of our
history Poetry has …
made Chicago impor-
tant in developing a
'new movement' so
rich, so vital, as to be a
veritable renaissance." 

Critic William Dean
Howells dismissed her
claim as
"Barnumizing." When 
Monroe died in 1936, the SMA sent a let-
ter to its members, saying:

“She was … one of our most loyal
members. Others might lose interest-never
HARRIET MONROE. She was a force as
a director for years. She was one of the
most regular attendants at our meetings.
She brought us her distinguished friends.
We thought we appreciated her while she
was with us. Now that she has gone, we
realize more what her loyalty, her eager
interest, meant to us.

“Her great work in the field of poetry is
known throughout the world. We can add
nothing to that story. During the dark days
behind us, her greatest hope was that
POETRY: A MAGAZINE OF VERSE, her
creation, might live to be twenty years old.
It did. It went on past that. All who have
at heart not only her interests but those of
poets everywhere, will be happy to know

that it is going to still go on, for the pres-
ent, at least. ... We will no longer seek her
among us, but her spirit will still be with
us. Such a gallant spirit can never die, nor
its influence upon all it touched be lost.”

Poetry magazine is still published today,
by the Poetry Foundation in Chicago, and
Monroe was inducted into the Chicago

Literary Hall of Fame
in 2011. In Monroe's
autobiography, A Poet's
Life: Seventy Years in
a Changing World,
published two years
after her death, she
described what she
believed was the core
of great literature:

“The mystery is not
the greatness of life, but the littleness.
That we, so grandly born, so mightily
endowed, should grasp with blind eyes
and bound limbs in the dust and mire of
petty desire and grievances; until we can
hardly see the blue of the sky or the glory
of the seasons, until we can hardly clasp
our neighbor's hand or hear his voice-this
is the inexplicable mystery, the blasting
unreality, the bitter falsehood that under-
lies all the dark evils of the world.”

Authors who joined the SMA in the
1930s included:

Ole Edvart Rølvaag (1876-
1931), a Norwegian immigrant who lived
in Northfield, Minnesota, wrote Giants in
the Earth: A Saga of the Prairie, which
The Nation called “The fullest, finest, and
most powerful novel that has been written
about pioneer life in America.”

Mignon G. Eberhart (1899-1996) was
called "America's Agatha Christie."
Reputed to be one of the highest-paid
female mystery writers of her time, the
Nebraskan wrote 59 novels.

Harry Hansen (1884-1977), a native of
Davenport, Iowa, was editor of the O.
Henry Prize Stories from 1933 until 1940.
An SMA member in the 1930s, he report-
ed and edited for the Chicago Daily News
and the New York World and wrote non-
fiction books such as The Chicago, an
anecdotal history of the Chicago River.

Lew Sarett (1888-1954), who wrote
five books of poetry, was a government
adviser on Indian affairs, adopted by Lake
Superior's Chippewa Indians and known
by them as Lone Caribou.

George Dillon (1906-68), a Chicago
poet, won the Pulitzer Prize for his book
The Flowering. Poetry magazine also
published his translations of poems by
Ronsard, Aragon, Eluard, and Michaux.
Graham Taylor (1851-1938), founder of
the Chicago Commons settlement house,
wrote books on social welfare including
Pioneering on Social Frontiers. 

Robert J. Casey (1890-1962), a South
Dakota native, wrote his first book anony-
mously in 1927, though he was later
revealed as the author: The Cannoneers
Have Hairy Ears: A Diary of the Front
Lines was acclaimed for its gritty and
realistic depictions of his experiences as
an artilleryman in World War I. 

In 1920 Casey joined the Chicago Daily
News, where he was a columnist and for-
eign correspondent for 27 years, including
reports from the London blitz and the
Pacific right after Pearl Harbor was bombed.

How the SMA survived the Depression

Literary
Lore

Robert
Loerzel

The Newberry Library in
Chicago dedicates its new
Robert J. Casey Memorial
in 1964, on the second floor.
On display were the many
books by the late Society of
Midland Authors president,
wartime pictures and oth-
ermemorabilia, among
them Casey's old Chicago
Daily News typewriter. 
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Turn to Page 9

Literary Latest

‘INSPIRATIONAL MUST-READ’

Suzanne Slade's newest picture book,
Out of School and Into Nature: The Anna
Comstock Story (illustrated by Jessica
Lanan, Sleeping Bear Press, March 15,
2017), shares the true story of science
pioneer, Anna Comstock. 

Slade emails to say, “Anna boldly chal-
lenged the common belief of her day that
science was only for men by proving that
women could be researchers and scien-
tists. She also became the first woman

‘SHOULD BE REQUIRED READING’

John Raffensperger’s novel Hey!
Don't Hang My Friend will be the first
title to be published as part of the History
Publishing Co.’s expansion into historical
nonfiction. 

Hey! Don’t Hang My Friend is about a
boy who takes on the Ku Klux Klan in

‘CRACKLES WITH INTELLIGENCE’

Grace Bauer's newest collection of
poems, MEAN/TIME, has just been
released by the University of New
Mexico Press (March
1).  

Dara Wier, author
of You Good Thing,
says the book “crack-
les with intelligence
and heart. It does
what poetry can do –
it takes your mind
where it hasn't gone
before.”  

Michael Waters,
author of Celestial Joyride, says “In
MEAN/TIME, truth and its necessary
consolations grace our lives as we go
about 'maintaining  / the sacred by per-
forming the mundane.’ ” 

Marilyn Kallet, author of The Love
That Moves Me, says, “The landscape of
American poetry is brightened consider-
ably by the verve of MEAN/TIME.”

Grace Bauer

professor at Cornell University, and is
one of only four women inducted into the
National Wildlife Federation’s
Conservation Hall of Fame. Surprisingly,
few people know about Anna Comstock.
I hope this book will change that.”

Slade discovered Anna Comstock while
giving an author presentation at Prairie
Crossing Charter School, an elementary
school in Grayslake, Illinois, that focuses
on caring for the environment. Slade met
with students in the
school's “Anna B.
Comstock” building,
which was built with
many green compo-
nents, such as recy-
cled newspaper ceil-
ing tiles, bamboo
flooring and recycled
clay tiles. 

After her visit,
Slade investigated the building's name-
sake and discovered a smart, ground-
breaking woman –  and her next book
idea. 

Out of School and Into Nature has
been enthusiastically received by STEM
educators, Slade says. Also, Kirkus
Reviews gave it a starred review and
these words: “An inspirational must-read
for budding scientists and those who
teach them.”

Suzanne Slade

the post-Civil War era and, in so doing,
develops into adulthood and finds his
direction in life. 

HPC publisher Donagh Bracken wrote,
“John Raffensperger
has written a book
that should be
required reading in
every American
classroom. He has
given the reader a
new American clas-
sic, a result of his
intellectual depth and
literary skill. We at
History Publishing
are honored to have
him join the ranks of our distinguished
authors. ” 

History Publishing Company will pub-
lish Hey! Don’t Hang My Friend elec-
tronically and distribute it to 11 portals in
the United States, Canada, England,
Australia, Republic of Ireland, Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Argentina,
Brazil and Mexico in its Global Outreach
Program. When the book garners 1,500
sales, it will then be published in either
soft cover or hardcover depending on the
market.

John
Raffensperger

‘A GRIPPING PERFORMANCE’

War Spies and Bobby Sox (Red
Herrings, Feb. 27, 2017), Libby Fischer
Hellmann’s new book, takes place as
World War II’s impact is rippling through
the heartland of America. In this trio of
tales – two novellas and a short story – a
farm girl is locked in a dangerous love
triangle with two Germans soldiers held



‘HEARTWARMING TALE’

When My Sister Started Kissing
(Margaret Ferguson Books, FSG,
MacMillan, March 14, 2017) is Helen
Frost’s latest book. 

The book tells how Claire and Abi have
always loved their summers at the lake
house, but this year, everything's differ-
ent.

Dad and Pam, their stepmom, are
expecting a new baby, and they've cleared
out all of Mom's belongings to make
room.

And last summer, Abi was looking at
boys, but this summer, boys are looking
back at her. While Abi sneaks around,
Claire is left behind to make excuses and
cover up for her. Claire doesn't want her
family to change, but there doesn't seem
to be a way of stopping it. By the end of
their time at the house, the two sisters
have learned that growing up doesn't have
to mean their family growing apart. 
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Literary Latest
Continued from Page 8

‘WARM REFLECTIONS’

Growing up on a family farm, Jerry
Apps learned from a young age that
water was precious. That’s the basis of
his new book, Never Curse the Rain: A
Farm Boy’s Reflections on Water
(Wisconsin Historical Society Pres, Jan.
12, 2017).

The farm where Apps grew up had no
running water. A windmill pumped drink-
ing water for the small herd of cattle, and
Apps and his brothers hauled bucket after
bucket of water for the family’s use. A
weekly bath was considered sufficient. 

When it rained, it was cause for cele-
bration. Indeed, if ever the Apps boys

complained about a rainy day spoiling
their plans, their father admonished,
“Never curse the rain,” for the family’s
very livelihood depended upon it.

In Never Curse the Rain, Apps shares
his memories of water, from its impor-
tance to his family’s crops and cattle to
its many recreational uses – fishing trips,
canoe journeys, and the simple pleasures
of an afternoon spent dreaming in the
haymow as rain patters on the barn roof. 

Dave Luhrssen of the Shepherd
Express newsletter wrote: “Apps sets
words into sentences as if they were jew-
els; he’s a beautiful writer whose warm
reflections are shadowed with anxiety for
the future.”

in an Illinois POW camp; another
German, a war refugee, is forced to risk
her life spying on the developing
Manhattan Project in Chicago, and espi-

onage surrounds the
disappearance of an
actress from the thriv-
ing Jewish communi-
ty of Chicago’s
Lawndale. 

SMA member
Charles J. Masters
wrote, “Libby
Hellmann's prose is
powerful. Every part
of her WW II-era
yarns are methodical-

ly researched, taut, twist-filled and color-
ful with well-developed supporting char-
acters. A gripping performance.”

Libby Fischer
Hellman

‘THE GUY CAN REALLY WRITE’

This month, SMA award winner Jack
Driscoll will release a new collection of
stories titled The Goat Fish and the
Lover’s Knot (Wayne State University
Press, April 3). It has received praise
from SMA members Stuart Dybek,
Bonnie Jo Campbell, Benjamin Percy
and others.

Elmore Leonard said about Driscoll's
stories, “The guy can really write.” 

Turn to Page 10

Kirkus Reviews wrote: “Frost again
explores familial intimacy from a number
of revealing perspectives. ... Frost pulls
out all the stops in this heartwarming tale
of family in the remaking: everything a
novel-in-poems should be.”

The Horn Book wrote: “Narratively
connected poems from each girl’s per-
spective – and, intermittently, from the
observant lake itself – paint an intimate
portrait of quiet family tumult amidst a
rich and tranquil natural landscape. ...
Frost’s depiction of these resilient sisters’
tentative steps toward maturity is deft,
tender, and gently contemplative.”

School Library Journal said: “Each new
image adds to the last, creating a com-
plete mosaic by the end of the month at
the lake. ... An insightful portrayal of a
family in transition. For tween readers
who appreciate lyrical writing and com-
ing-of-age tales.”

Booklist said: “The challenges born of
the family’s disrupted status quo, the
peacefulness of kayaking, and the trials
of becoming a teenager bring a realistic
and insightful quality to the young girls’
coming-of-age story.”
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Continued from Page 9
Dennis Foley is author of The Streets

and San Man’s Guide To Chicago Eats
(Lake Claremont Press, 2004), winner of
The Midwest Independent Publishers
Association Book Award – First Place for
Humor, and The Drunkard’s Son (Side
Street Press, 2012), a memoir about
growing up amid family and neighbor-
hood turmoil in 1960s Chicago. 

He recently co-edited the anthology We
Speak Chicagoese:
Stories and Poems by
Chicago Writers (Side
Street Press, 2016)
and wrote and helped
produce “Not A
Stranger” (2016), a
feature film starring
James Russo, which
received a three-star
review from film crit-
ic, Richard Roeper.

His screenplay, “The Blue Circus” won

the gold medal for Best Original TV Pilot
in the Beverly Hills Screenplay Contest
in 2013. 

A graduate of Christian Brothers
University in Memphis, Foley also holds
an MFA in creative writing from
Columbia College Chicago and a J.D.
from The John Marshall Law School.

He was nominated by Thomas Frisbie.

Editor’s Note: Foley also is working
part-time with Side Street Press, assisting
with the selection and production of
Chicago-centric novels and creative non-
fiction. 

Four books will be released over the
next 16 months, including a collection of
essays by SMA member Patricia Ann
McNair titled And These Are The Good
Times (Sept, 2107 release). Foley said
SMA members should know “we are
always seeking submissions for Chicago-
centric novels and creative nonfiction
(submissions to Bill Donlon at
billd@sidestreetpressinc.com).”

New Members

Dennis Foley

Dues cover mailings and other organi-
zational expenses, but the Society always
needs additional money for programs

such as the awards at the annual May
book awards banquet. Thanks to Dick
Simpson, who made a recent contribu-
tion.

SMA Support

The stories in The Goat Fish and the
Lover's Knot are mostly set in Michigan's
northern lower peninsula, a landscape as
gorgeous as it is severe. Sometimes the
situations in these stories appear hope-
less, and the characters may face seem-
ingly impossible odds, but still, they dare
to hope. 

Among the stories, which are written
from multiple points of view, are: a high
school pitching sensation whose fastball
is clocked by a pro scout at 101 miles per
hour, but who loses his arm in a public
school classroom during show and tell; a
woman who lives all of her ages in one
day, and a 14-year-old boy who finds
himself alone after midnight in a rowboat
in the middle of the lake with his best
friend's mother.

In a Q&A with his publisher, Driscoll
said, “I promised myself during my one
and only sabbatical year way back in
1982 that if I completed a poetry manu-
script and still had some time left to work
undisturbed, I'd try my hand at fiction for
the first time ever. I was 11 when I began
composing in lines and rhymes and stan-
zas, meaning three decades apprenticing
as a poet. Clearly it's reflected in my fic-
tion, unmistakably so. In fact, not long
ago, I was introduced as a poet mas-
querading as a novelist, which I liked a lot. 

“By nature, I suppose, I was all about
blurring the boundaries, and experiment-
ing in every way I could conceive to dis-
cover, if possible, poetry's place in my
prose. The lyric, let's say, and the narra-
tive blending and complementing each
other. Language that was rich in image, in
metaphor, and, of course, reflecting a cer-
tain quality of sound or song. Robert
Frost suggested that we should read this
way, with ‘a listening ear,’ rather than
merely lifting the words from the page
with our eyes. And that to hear more
clearly is, in fact, to see more clearly, to
enlarge the aperture of vision, and in that
way leading the reader deeper into the
emotional experience. That's precisely
what I've attempted to do while simulta-
neously avoiding the pitfalls of too much
language, too much lyricism.”

2017, Society 
of Midland Authors
P.O. Box 10419, Chicago IL 60610

Editor: Thomas Frisbie
tomfrisbie@aol.com

Copy Editor: Beverly Offen

Society of Midland Authors members
can now pay their membership dues,
buy tickets to the annual dinner and
make donations on our website with
PayPal (there is a $1 fee to help cover
PayPal’s fee). To make a donation, visit
our home page at www.midlandau-
thors.com and click on the "Donate"
button in the upper right corner.

C 

www.midlandauthors.com

Follow the Society on 
Twitter@midlandauthors
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Society of Midland Authors
Early Dinner Registration Form

The Society of Midland
Authors annual awards
banquet will be held May 9
at the Cliff Dwellers Club,
22nd floor, 200 S.
Michigan, Chicago. 

The reception with a
cash bar will start at 6 p.m.
Dinner will begin at 7 p.m. 

Keir Graff will be the
emcee.

Number of medallions of pork tenderloin dinners at
$75 each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Number of vegetarian (wild mushroom ravioli) dinners
at $75 each.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Donation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name:

Number of grilled filet of salmon dinners at $75 each. 

Please clip above form and mail to: Dinner Reservation, Society of Midland Authors, P.O. Box 10419, Chicago IL 60610
You may also download a similar form at our website, www.midlandauthors.com or pay via PayPal.


